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In April of 1975, as the Viet Cong advanced towards Saigon, ten members 
of the Tran family waited amid a swelling throng of frantic South 
Vietnamese for a bus that would take them to an airfield for evacuation. 
The family began to board, but the youngest, one-year-old Phuc, started to 
shriek so loudly and so inconsolably that the family agreed to get off and 
take the next one. As the bus they had just vacated pulled away, it was 
struck by mortar fire and exploded, killing everyone on board. This was 
the start of the Trans’ harrowing emigration to America. It wasn’t until 
they eventually settled in Carlisle, a rural, blue-collar town in central 
Pennsylvania, when little Phuc Tran’s story truly began.  
 
In SIGH, GONE: A Misfit’s Memoir of Great Books, Punk Rock, and 
the Fight to Fit In, his singular yet incessantly universal coming-of-age 
debut, Phuc Tran offers “a refugee story of the most modern kind” (Jaed 
Coffin) and a piercingly profound look at race and the challenges of 
assimilation into American life. Full of hilarity and heartbreak. 
 
In Carlisle during the ‘80s, the Tran family “blended right into the mix like 
proverbial flies in the ointment, which is to say, they didn’t.” Even with the 
help of sponsor families, the Trans struggled to navigate the cultural, 
lingual, and social hurdles of small-town America. And at Carlisle High 
School, which was a “cultural cul-de-sac built with the craftsman blueprint 
of John Hughes,” Phuc was the only Asian student, the token refugee kid. 
 
Set against the hairspray and synthesizer backdrop of suburban 1980s 
America that’s romanticized in popular shows like Glow and Stranger 
Things, SIGH, GONE punctures the nostalgic illusions attached to the 
zeitgeist of that era with razor sharp humor and critical insight. And in 
telling his assimilation story, Phuc holds a mirror to what’s happening 
today, bearing witness to the lives of the people this country has, until 
recently, welcomed with open arms. 

“Bold, funny, and profane…. A portrait of a young punk refugee and of heartland America itself, each of them as 
defiant and compelling as the other.” 

—Viet Thanh Nguyen, author of Pulitzer-Prize winning The Sympathizer and The Refugees 

Get Social with  
Bosler and Friends! 

@bosler @boslerlibrary 

@boslerlibrary @boslerfriends 

Free and open to all. Phuc will be 
speaking at Bosler Library in our 

community rooms.  
 

There will also be a book signing 
with Whistlestop Bookshop, time 

TBD. 


